
1 | ASSESS WHAT YOU HAVE

SEASONAL CLOSET PREP

WWW.STYLEBEE.CA

Pull out all your next season items so you can see what 
you’re working with. 

ABOUT EACH ITEM ASK: 

- DID I WEAR THIS LAST YEAR?
- DO I WANT TO WEAR IT AGAIN?
- DOES IT FIT WELL + FEEL GREAT? (If not, can it be tailored?)

If the answer is not a resounding ‘YES!’ to all questions, then 
it’s probably a good item to consider letting go of.

CHEERS TO THE SEASON AHEAD! 

2 | REINVEST IN YOUR CURRENT CLOSET

Make a note or take a picture of a few looks you loved last 
year and the pieces you look forward to wearing again. This 
will be a good indication of what you get the most use out 
of and help ensure that whatever you add, either serves a 
unique purpose or works really well within the styles you 
most often gravitate to.

ASK: 

- WHAT DID I WEAR MOST THIS TIME LAST YEAR?

- WHAT ARE 5 OUTFITS I’M EXCITED TO WEAR AGAIN?

3 | MAKE A LIST

4 | SET A BUDGET

It’s important to set a budget or at least a price range you 
want to stick to when it comes to shopping. This can 
help limit impulse buys or overspending because you'll 
have a figure in mind to stay within and a list of pieces to 
refer to.

MY SEASONAL SHOPPING BUDGET IS:
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Now this is the fun part! Make a list of the items you think 
you’d like to add for the season ahead. Don’t worry about a 
perfect list, nothing is set in stone! 

Proceed to sort everything into 3 piles: 

| 1 | KEEP       | 2 | SELL        | 3 | DONATE 

See my 5 STEP CLOSET EDIT for more tips and details.


